Construction of a potato transcriptome map based on the cDNA-AFLP technique.
The cDNA-AFLP technique can be used to monitor differential gene expression, but also for linkage mapping. Extending previous works, we have now constructed an integrated linkage map of the potato transcriptome based on the said technique that has a length of around 800 cM and contains nearly 700 transcriptome derived fragments (TDFs). At the same time, most of these markers are anchored to the bins of a highly saturated reference map in potato, combining in this way the information provided by different marker types. Moreover, we detected and confirmed an elevated degree of allelic fragments with this marker type, which was present in nearly half of all primer combinations and involved around 20% of all fragments. These properties were particularly useful to establish anchor points for integrating the individual parental linkage maps. Comparative expression profiling in different plant materials revealed that only a few additional TDFs were obtained which were specific for mature leaves or tubers compared to the TDFs present in whole in vitro plants. Since TDF markers are derived from coding regions, they generally also represent sequences with a biological function. In four case studies, co-migrating TDFs in different Solanum wild species always represented potential alleles based on elevated homologies among them. Two resistance gene homologs were identified by analysing TDFs, which were co-located with known QTLs.